to a good approximation we can fix g, at its vaIue around freeze out.) Here YEQ ------nEQ/S and in the nonrelativistic limit (z >> 3) is given by
In the case of interest, at freeze out XX particles are moving at nonrelativistic velocities and the cross section is proportional to v 2n (n = 0 corresponds to swave annihilation, n = 1 corresponds to p-wave annihilation, etc.) so we can
where we have defined
To solve Eq. (2) we follow Ref. 7 and consider _he differential equation for
A --Y -YEQ, the departure from equilibrium, 
Upon integrating Eq. (10) from z = xf to x = oo, we obtain 7 
where a = O.145(g/g, 
where we assume that the matter content is the usual thermal bath of radiation at temperature T and the shear "energy density" is defined to be
is the "volume scale factor," ft = V 1/3 is the mean-scale factor, and the Hi -(_t{/Ri) (no sum) are the expansion rates of the three principal directions.
As is manifest from Eq. (15) In general, the red shift suffered by a particle as the Universe expands will be direction dependent.
For example, for a particle moving in the z-direction, p c¢ R_ "1. Provided that the interaction rate of the thermal bath of particles is much larger than H, particle distributions will remain isotropic and the mean momenta will red shift as/_-1. In this case, the remaining Einstein equations become (for i # j): Te quantifies the size of the anisotropy energy: Smaller values of Te correspond to larger anisotropy energy density at fixed temperature. We then write the shear-energy density in terms of the radiation-energy density,
where g,e is the value of g, at Te.
In order to avoid interfering with the successful predictions of big bang nucleosynthesis, we must be sure that the shear-energy density is sufficiently small at the time of primordial nucleosynthesis.
The shear contribution to the energy density would speed up the expansion rate thereby increasing the 4He production, n
Assuming that the 0nly contribution to the energy density comes from radiation, concordance of the outcome of nucleosynthesis with the observed abundance of 4He requires that g,(T _,, MeV) <: 12.5.12 To assess the effect of the shear-energy density, we write the total energy density as 
The differential equation for A then becomes
As before, at early times, a, __ _(2YEQ + _) '
and at late times 16 by introducing a particle-antiparticle asymmetry.
In Fig. 2 
Since Te < TO < T/, this factor can be greater than one; however, since TD > (. 9(MeV) , the enhancement can never be as great as the maximum enhancement allowed by our previous analysis where there was no dissipation and
Te > ©(MeV).
IV. FREEZE OUT IN A MATTER-DOMINATED UNIVERSE
Next, consider a model where the energy density of the Universe at the freeze out of particle species X is dominated by some other massive particle species ® which subsequently decays. Before the decay of ®, the Friedmann equation is If it were very different than its present value--and larger-then the expansion could have been faster than in the standard cosmology. Since
Yoo o¢ mp_ oc G 1/2, cf. Eqs. (7) and (11), we would expect the relic abundance to be increased.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
While much of the activity in cosmology these days involves the study of the earliest momentsof the Universe, we haveprecious few probes of those early times. A class of potential probes are thermal particle relics--stable particle speciesthat wereoncein thermal equilibrium. Already suchrelics havereceived a great deal of attention, particularly as candidatesfor the dark matter. Thermal relic dark matter candidatesinclude heavy neutrinos, neutralinos, and light neutrinos to mention three of the most interesting possibilities. It goeswithout saying that the discovery of such a relic would be of enormousimportance to cosmology; in addition, the discovery of any of the aforementioned particle specieswould be of equal importance to particle physics, providing evidencefor new physicsbeyond the standard model of partic!e physics.
The calculation of the relic abundanceof a particle specieshas becomea very routine task for the particle cosmologist. In this paper we have addressedthe crucial and untested assumptionin the calculation: the temperature dependence of the expansionrate of the Universe. In nonstandard cosmologicalmodels where the energy density of the early Universe is dominated by nonrelativistic matter, anisotropy, or the kinetic energy of a scalar field, the relic abundance can be significantly different. In the caseof the energydensity being dominated by nonrelativistic matter the relic abundanceis ultimately smaller than in the standard case,due to the entropy produced by the eventual decaysof the nonretativistic particles. In the caseof a Universe that is shear-dominated, or @-dominated, early on, the relic abundance can be greatly enhanced owing to the fact that the expansionrate for a given temperature is larger, which leads to a freezeout at a higher temperature and a larger abundance. We remind the reader that in spite of the fact that the standard, radiation-dominated FRW model is very well motivated, there is no direct evidencethat excludesthe possibilities that we have discussedhere. ( 
where we used the isotropy of f in the first two steps and integrated by parts in the third step.
In doing so, we recover Eq. (2) 
